UPADM-GP 226
Leadership: Women and Public Policy
Fall 2022

Instructor Information

▪ Professor: Jewell Jackson McCabe
▪ Email: jacksonmc@me.com or jewell.jacksonmccabe@nyu.edu
▪ Phone: 212.998.7477
▪ Office Address: The Puck Building 295 Lafayette Street 2nd Floor
▪ Office Hours: By appointment, 3-5pm
▪ Administrative Contact: Natalia Velandia, natalia.velandia@nyu.edu

Course Information

▪ Class Meeting Times: Fridays 11:00am – 1:30 PM
▪ Class Location: Washington Square, 60 Fifth Avenue, Room C10 Loc

Course Description

This interdisciplinary course examines the social construction focused on gender, while recognizing race, ethnicity, and class, in the context of women’s public leadership, and public policy which impacts women in the public sphere – cultural conditioning, gender, leadership and public policy. We will analyze through an intersectional lens the strategies, tools and public policies that impact women and their leadership trajectory. Our study of public sector leadership of women will include the analysis of the role electoral and appointed politics, systemic and institutional culture play in a rapidly realigning -- technology and service based national economy. We will review and explore the evolving status of American women and their public voice in the: 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st Centuries. These themes were developed in the context of changing demographics, policy, politics, community organizing, strategic sector partnerships, alliances, and citizen-driven movements.
Course Learning Objectives

Nine questions guide the readings and discussions:

▪ How do groups gain political power?
▪ What are the strategies and mechanisms for excluding women from power?
▪ What is the status of the women’s movement?
▪ What entitlements, benefits and privileges does sexism give men?
▪ What privileges does racism create for white people?
▪ What is the connection between race, class and gender in the mainstream and power dynamics of our society?
▪ What are the current race, class and gender intersectional dynamic and political struggles in American cities?
▪ What is the impact of immigration on the leadership landscape in American Cities and in women’s leadership?
▪ What are the challenges and opportunities to advance leadership equity for women in American Cities?

Course Website

The course website resides on the NYU Classes system and is accessible via the “Academics” tab on NYU Home.

Assignments and Grading

Attendance and Punctuality are essential: if you must be absent, contact Natalia Veandia in advance.

Grading is as follows:

▪ Class Discussion Leader, Presenter and Student Participation: 15%
▪ Three Oral Panel Presentation assignments: 15%
▪ Three Written Essays Developed from Oral Panel Presentation assignments: 30%
▪ 48-hour Take-Home Final Exam: 40%

Each student will participate in three oral panel presentations on a topic within a specific reading theme in the syllabus. Each week following the panel discussion, a paper on the same respective topic will be due – cumulative total of three writing assignments for the course. Students will be graded on both their three panel presentations (5% each) – course total 15%; and their three written papers (10% each) – course total 30%:
Panel Presentation: Each panelist will give a 5-minute presentation that will be followed by discussion between panelists and/or with the professor. Panelists may utilize visual materials, illustrations, and primary research such as newspapers to aid their presentations;

Paper: The paper will be 3 to 5 pages in length. Papers that receive high grades are expected to be historically accurate, clearly written, and reflective of critical thinking from an intersectional perspective. The rules of attribution apply to take home exams: All sources should be cited, including other students' written work or oral presentation:

➢ For citations, please follow the APA Citation Style. You can find information in the Bobst Library APA Citation Style Guide.

Late Assignment Policy & Attendance and Participation
Extensions will be granted only in case of emergency. Late submissions without extensions will be penalized ½ letter grade per day (B+ to B, e.g.).

Course Readings

Required Texts


Additional Course Reading

The following readings will either be found in the Resources folder of the NYU Classes site or linked directly from the syllabus.


Page, Susan., Madam Speaker: Nancy Pelosi And The Lessons of Power – A Biography


Suggested Reading


Academic Integrity

Academic integrity is a vital component of Wagner and NYU. All students enrolled in this class are required to read and abide by [Wagner’s Academic Code](#). All Wagner students have already read and signed the [Wagner Academic Oath](#). Plagiarism of any form will not be tolerated and students in this class are expected to report violations to me. If any student in this class is unsure about what is expected of you and how to abide by the academic code, you should consult with me.

Detailed Course Overview

Introduction

**September 2**: Colonial Women, Intersectional Theory and 21st Century Public Leadership

This introduction is an overview of the course, an outline of the seminar themes, introduction of intersectional theory and a review of the syllabus and its relationship to seminar themes. These themes will be studied through readings, case-study discussions, and guest lectures.

Readings and Screenings


- Screen Intersectionality
  - Intro to Intersectionality, Taryn Lee Crenshaw [9mins:53secs]
  - Lecture: Intersectionality [2mins:53secs]
  - Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw: What is Intersectional Feminism? [4mins:25secs]
  - Kimberlé Crenshaw Discusses 'Intersectional Feminism' [9mins:57secs]
  - Does Feminism Only Help White Women? [7mins:16secs]
  - Kimberlé Crenshaw - On Intersectionality - keynote - WOW 2016 [30mins:46secs]
  - NETFLIX documentaries “Knockdown the House” [1hr 27mins]
  - “Human Trafficking”, Amazon PRIME Video; Lifetime Television – a 2005 three part docudrama [60 mins each] about the American Immigration and Customs Enforcement system
  - “A Midwife’s Tale”, PBS — American Experience [88 mins] a film of keen intelligence
  - “Unladylike 2020 The Change Makers”, PBS -- American Masters [53 mins 55 secs]

In-Class Screening
- Part I & Part II: One Woman, One Vote. DVD [120 mins.]

I. American Women’s Voice: 18th & 19th Century ~*Their Emotional Truth & Legacy of Leadership*

September 9th: The Rise of Female Independence in America

Revealing anecdotes of the wives, daughters and their relationships to their “Colonial-Sisters – the women of the actual and proverbial “Founding Fathers” are uncolored, recognized as we discover their vital roles in the evolution of our democracy. Though Abigail Adams denounced “the wretched scourge of slavery”, in writing and urged her husband John and his southern brethren – The Die was Cast – Morality, Slavery, the Cult of True Womanhood and Resistance ...” I most sincerely doubt if any other race of [African & Native American] WOMEN could have brought its fineness up through so devilish a fire” – W.E.B. Du Bois.

Readings and Screenings


In-Class Screening

- “Iron Jawed Angels” ~ DVD [125mins.]

**September 16th: Suffrage: Legend or Fable to Invent a Platform**

From the courage, strength and intellectual prowess of the *Colonial women* the “*Founding Mother’s*”, from aristocrats -- the elite class in the *early 18th century* -- we cross the bridge from the abolitionist’s women leaders and focus on the oft forgotten African American, Native American – women of color – who “*Invented Themselves …*” -- “she had nothing to fall back on; not maleness, not whiteness, not ladyhood, not anything. And, out of the profound desolation of her reality she may well have invented herself.”, Toni Morrison. -- The story of how the women's rights movement began at the *Seneca Falls convention of 1848* is a cherished *American myth*. The standard account credits founders such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Lucretia Mott with defining and then leading the campaign for women's suffrage. In the provocative history, by Lisa Tetrault, the myth is challenged -- We will review and discuss the ideas Tetrault introduces -- that Stanton, Anthony, and their peers gradually created and popularized this origins story during the second half of the *nineteenth century* in response to internal movement dynamics as well as the *racial politics* of memory after the *Civil War*.

*Special Guest Paula J. Giddings*. Professor and Author: *When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America*; *IDA: A sword among lions: Ida B. Wells and the campaign against lynching*. 
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Readings and Screenings


In-Class Screening

- Greaves Producer: Ida B. Wells ~A PASSION FOR JUSTICE [53mins.]
- The19th Represents A Panel Discussion *The Asterisk: Suffrage as Unfinished Business* – Panelists include:
  - Moderator Nikole Hannah-Jones, New York Times Magazine;
  - Alicia Garza, Black Futures Lab and #BlackLivesMatter;
  - Maria Teresa Kumar, Voto Latino;
  - Martha S. Jones, Historian and Author of "Vanguard".

YouTube Panel *The Asterisk: Suffrage as Unfinished Business* Suffrage [start 57:06/1:48:04]

**September 23rd First Oral/Panel Presentation (Paper Due September 30th)**

Theme: “A First: Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor”

**September 23rd: A FIRST: Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor**

We explore the sociological complexities delineated in *My Beloved World* -- the memoir by *Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor*, the first Hispanic justice on the Court appointed by *Barack Obama* the 44th President of the United States. We will review Sotomayor’s first-person perspective, as she describes her childhood, family, education, and career trajectory through 1992.

Readings and Screenings

- Screen: U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor at UC Berkeley. [60mins.]

**September 30th: Intersections, Identities, and Inequalities**

No sugar coating. The rigors of sustainability in political movements – learning about unforeseen obstacles and denial of moral inconsistency ... In this context, the leaders often reshaped the past for immediate political gain. Women leaders must continue to learn, develop ideas, disrupt and create vehicles of change.

**Readings and Screenings**

**In-Class Screening**

PBS Ken Burns “Prohibition: [Part I] A Nation of Drunkards” [94mins.] Describes how immigration, alcoholism, women’s suffrage and the temperance movements [led by women] was catalyst for the 18th Amendment, Prohibition.

**October 7th: Women in Transition: The Impact of a Voice & Action**

As we evaluate the status of women in general, we will acknowledge the journey of women of color: *Ida B. Wells, Mary Church Terrell, Marian Anderson, Pauli Murray, Rosa Parks, Fannie Lou Hamer* to name a few; *Levittown* and this nation’ post *World War II* government programs/privileges for white males in the main will be examined and the impact on women. How “*Rosie the Riveter*”, was forced back in the kitchen after having experienced during the war – working, earning her own income and economic
independence. What were the policies pursued -- Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, prohibiting sex discrimination by government contractors requiring affirmative action plans for hiring women; launching ERA movement, Title IX[1972] of the US Education Amendment [Patsy Mink Equal Opportunity Education Act - 2002]; the creation of the DOL Women’s Bureau, and the Commission’s on the Status of Women -- With NYS [the first in the nation] leading the way giving their commission cabinet level status.

Importantly, advocacy – raising the vital issue of Child Care which almost became law --- legislation derailed during the Equal Pay debates, as with most issues economic defined by equity-in-pay echoes our current discourses regarding the gender equity.

Readings and Screenings


In-Class Screening

PBS American Experience: “1964 ~ The Year We Stood Up And Split Apart” [120mins.]

II. Community Organizing: Leadership, Political Activism & Mobilizing Cities

October 14th: Second Oral/Panel Presentation (Paper Due October 21st)
Theme: Mobilizing Women: Ideas, Activists, Leadership & Civil Rights

October 14th: Mobilizing Women: Ideas, Activists, Leadership & Civil Rights

This class will focus on how the complex-- and sometimes contentious--relationship between civil rights and white feminist constituencies [which have affected political outcomes and American culture for centuries] developed. Guided by our readings we will explore the unique contributions of Black women in the desegregation movement. How did these events and relationships impact the conditions, status and lifestyles of American women, their families, communities and the mainstream?
Readings and Screenings


**October 21st: Women: Elected, Appointed, Contested (Part I)**

Our major urban centers have an unparalleled history of women in leadership, with direct roots in social justice and progressive public policy that has defined our democratic ideal. This course delves into the fascinating dynamic of women's history. We will investigate the role of women as shapers and players in the national public policy. The central focus will be on 19th, 20th & 21st century history, including the *Eleanor Roosevelt National Historic Site (Val-Kill)* the retreat “think-tank” for women leadership in the early 20th Century; our examination will include benchmark political movements organized by Women.

Readings and Screenings

In-Class Screening

“Chisholm 72’ - Unbought & Unbossed” DVD [77mins.]

October 28th: Women: Elected, Appointed, Contested (Part II)

New York State has produced three female Supreme Court Justices, Ginsburg, Kagan and Sotomayor; and, the first Woman and Second African American, former US Attorney General, Loretta Lynch. We will review profiles of New York Women of leadership elected & appointed to include [a glimpse] Betty Friedan, Gloria Steinem, Congresswomen Bella Abzug, Shirley Chisholm, 1984 U.S. Vice Presidential Candidate, Geraldine Ferraro, 2008 & 2016 U.S. Presidential Candidate, former U.S. Secretary of State, former, U.S. Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton and former Secretary of State Madeline Albright; former Manhattan Borough President [ran unopposed and appearing on the ballot in all three party lines; [R.I.P.] Hon. NYS Supreme Court Judge Constance Baker Motley who argued ten U.S. Supreme Court cases - winning nine.

Readings and Screenings


In-Class Screening

➢ Summoned: Frances Perkins and the General Welfare – PBS [1Hr. 54Secs.]
➢ U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor at UC Berkeley. [1Hr.]

November 4th: Election ’08, ’12, & ’16. America’s 1st [competitive] Female Candidates

This class will examine the historic 2008, 2012 & tumultuous 2016 elections. We’ll review the First Women competitors to run as serious Candidates – former Senator Hillary Clinton [for President] and
Governor Sarah Palin, [first Republican] for Republican Vice President and the urban policy implications of their campaigns. Topics to be studied through readings, lecture and discussion, will include: political strategies of the campaign, the challenge to the southern strategy -- race, class, gender, and generational dynamic of the changing electorate.

**Special Guest Ken Sunshine** is a public relations consultant, co-CEO and founder of Sunshine Sachs Consultants. He began his career in New York City politics, including serving as chief of staff for Mayor David Dinkins. Ken represents high profile activists including Kerry Kennedy, Barbara Streisand, Leo DiCaprio, and Rev. Al Sharpton to name a few.

**Readings and Screenings**


**In-Class Screening**

- Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am – *American Masters* PBS [1Hr. 56Mins. 14Secs.]

**November 11th: The 60s: The Decade We Stood Up**

We will explore the status of women in the context of the tumultuous complex cultural changes of the 1960s – Betty Friedan’s book *The Feminine Mystique* ignites the second wave American feminist movement in the 20th Century. After winning the heavyweight championship in 1964 Cassius Clay becomes a member of the Nation of Islam and changes his name to Muhammad Ali. Brave Civil Rights workers were murdered and the African Americans fought back against racial injustice. We will explore courageous American Women whose principled stands would set the country onto a new progressive course.
Readings and Screenings


  ➢ Screen: *PBS American Experience – 1964: The Year We Stood up... And Split Apart.*

**November 18th: The First Ladies & Their Legacies**

This class will examine the historic 2008, 2012 & tumultuous 2016 elections. We’ll review the First Women competitors to run as serious Candidates – former Senator Hillary Clinton [for President] and Governor Sarah Palin, [first Republican] for Republican Vice President and the urban policy implications of their campaigns. Topics to be studied through readings, lecture and discussion, will include: political strategies of the campaign, the challenge to the southern strategy -- race, class, gender, and generational dynamic of the changing electorate.

Readings and Screenings

- McCabe, Jewell Jackson., Junior Fortnightly Discussion Chair, Presentation Narrative 3.9.15, “America’s First Ladies: The Iconic 46”.

In-Class Screening

➢ Showtime Movie “Geraldine Ferraro: Paving the Way” [86mins.]

**November 24th - 25th Thanksgiving Recess. No classes scheduled.**

**December 2nd: Third Oral/Panel Presentation (Paper due December 9th)**

Theme: Emerging Women Leaders, Communication 2.0.
December 2nd: Emerging Women Leaders, Communication 2.0.

Ellen K. Pao’s book “Reset”, is the rallying cry – the story of a whistleblower who aims to empower women struggling to be heard, in Silicon Valley. In 2015, Pao, the daughter of immigrants, sued a powerhouse Silicon Valley venture capital firm, calling out workplace discrimination and retaliation against women and other underrepresented groups. Her suit rocked the tech world – and exposed its toxic culture and its homogeneity. Time Magazine, hailed Pao as “the face of change.” Though Pao lost her suit, she revolutionized the conversation at tech offices, in the media, and around the world.

Readings and Screenings


December 9th: Women’s Stories and their ACTION Will Change the World

We will explore Women in leadership, organizing in American Cities: Our emerging Labor movement on behalf of the fast-growing elder population (By 2035, the number of Americans over the age of eighty-five will more than double, to 11.5 million); advocating an increase in the minimum wage; and, organizing immigrant women workers; are, significant humanitarian-pragmatic movements.

Further, Sheryl Sandberg has taken it upon herself to jump-start the stalled feminist revolution it's worth looking at the brand of feminism she espouses. Sandberg's book, Lean In, together with her plan to re-launch the feminist movement on the scaffolding of “Lean In Circles,” has drawn an enormous amount of media attention. This flows from both Sandberg's prominence as the COO of Facebook and the media's ongoing enchantment with a specific gender story: whether women at the top of their professions or careers can 'have it all.'
Readings and Screenings


48 Hours Cumulative Take Home Final Exam

Distributed Saturday, December 10th (Due Monday, December 12th)

Henry and Lucy Moses Center for Students with Disabilities at NYU

Academic accommodations are available for students with disabilities. Please visit the Moses Center for Students with Disabilities (CSD) website and click on the Reasonable Accommodations and How to Register tab or call or email CSD at (212-998-4980 or mosescsd@nyu.edu) for information. Students who are requesting academic accommodations are strongly advised to reach out to the Moses Center as early as possible in the semester for assistance.

NYU’s Calendar Policy on Religious Holidays

NYU’s Calendar Policy on Religious Holidays states that members of any religious group may, without penalty, absent themselves from classes when required in compliance with their religious obligations. Please notify me in advance of religious holidays that might coincide with exams to schedule mutually acceptable alternatives.